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House Agriculture Subcommittee Members, U.S. Hemp Roundtable Vice President And
Kentucky’s Agriculture Commissioner Urge Congress To Regulate CBD And Other HempDerived Compounds In Upcoming Farm Bill
Testimonies During The House Agriculture Committee Subcommittee On Biotechnology, Horticulture,
And Research Addressed FDA Inaction on CBD and Intoxicating Hemp Derivatives
Washington D.C. — Today, U.S. Hemp Roundtable Vice President and CEO of Kentucky-based
Eco bre, Eric Wang, testi ed alongside Kentucky Commissioner of Agriculture, Ryan Quarles, during a
Congressional hearing regarding "An Examination of the USDA’s Hemp Production Program."
The hearing, held by the House Agriculture Committee Subcommittee On Biotechnology, Horticulture,
And Research, aimed to explore opportunities to improve the current rules on hemp production.
Testimonies by Wang and Quarles urged committee members to incorporate language into the 2023
Farm Bill that would regulate CBD and other hemp-derived compounds.
The panel’s leaders agreed; Ranking Member Rep. Jim Baird (R-IN) stated, “we’ve heard a lot of great
recommendations for the 2023 Farm Bill here, and one that I’d like to add is that the FDA hasn’t really
had any kind of regulatory framework for hemp-derived CBD, so I would encourage us to include that
in our discussions about the 2023 Farm Bill,” to which Chairwoman Stacey Plaskett (D-VI) responded,
“Thank you, and I agree wholeheartedly with that assessment.” Watch the exchange here.
Full Committee Ranking Member Glenn Thompson (R-PA) additionally bemoaned that the “FDA is
missing in action” and that he hopes the committee can rectify that in the remaining months of
Congress, especially given the testimonies noting the frustration of waiting for the FDA.
Both Commissioner Quarles and Wang expressed to the committee that while the 2018 Farm Bill
legalized the growth and sale of hemp, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) acted timely in
establishing rules for production, the inaction of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to
regulate hemp derived cannabinoids such as CBD continues to negatively impact the industry.
“The hemp industry has been severely hampered by the slowness of the federal Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) to create a regulatory pathway for hemp-derived cannabinoids, particularly
cannabidiol (CBD),” said Commissioner Quarles. “Without clear direction from FDA regarding products
containing hemp-derived CBD, large retailers will not carry the products and many business leaders
are reluctant to move forward with the development and manufacture of CBD-related products. That
reluctance, in turn, has dampened industry demand for harvested hemp material.”
“In passing the 2018 Farm Bill, Congress made clear its intent to support the production and sale of
hemp and hemp derivatives such as CBD. Thousands of U.S. growers planted hemp in response, with
farming for CBD representing most of all hemp acreage,” said Wang. “However, public statements by
FDA o cials stating that it is unlawful to sell ingestible hemp-derived CBD products have taken their
toll on the industry. CBD commerce and investment have been chilled due to continued inaction at the
federal level, impairing economic opportunity for American farmers.”
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In his testimony, Wang continued to point out the risks to public health and safety caused by
unregulated CBD products on the market, in addition to the proliferation of hemp products being sold
and marketed as intoxicating.

“Farmers are not the only ones who are being crushed by this regulatory uncertainty. Consumers are
also impacted. Bad actors are selling products without appropriate safeguards and misleading
consumers with false label claims,” he said. Further, some struggling farmers and businesses have
pivoted to market intoxicating products such as Delta-8 THC, prompting FDA and CDC warnings that
they pose signi cant consumer health and safety risks, particularly for minors. A clear regulatory
pathway for CBD would not only relieve the economic pressure that is leading to this product shift, but
it would also help ensure products do not contain intoxicating hemp ingredients.
Wang encouraged committee members to incorporate language into the 2023 Farm Bill found in H.R.
841 that would regulate CBD and other non-intoxicating hemp derivatives as dietary supplements, in
addition to the provisions within Rep. Chellie Pingree’s Hemp Advancement Act, which among other
important things, would take necessary steps to limit the hemp product pathway to only nonintoxicating compounds. Quarles also suggested the consideration of several key provisions within the
Hemp Advancement Act, including the removal of the requirement for testing labs to register with the
DEA and an increase on total THC limits for unprocessed hemp material from 0.3% to 1.0%.
“Should Congress consider revising the federal de nition of hemp plants, we urge it to raise the THC
threshold from 0.3% to 1.0%,” Quarles said. "At the same time, it would be appropriate for the new
1.0% limit to include not only delta-9 THC, but every other THC isomer which could have an
intoxicating e ect on consumers, including without limitation synthetically created delta-8, delta- 10,
delta-7, HHC, and others. Embracing a “total THC” standard instead of a “delta-9 THC only” standard
will establish a threshold which better re ects the material’s true intoxicating potential.”
Commissioner Quarles closed predicting that, “in the coming years we will see modest increases in
the number of acres planted, at least until FDA provides the regulatory pathways for products
containing CBD and other non-intoxicating cannabinoids.” Wang stated that he believes “regulatory
clarity for CBD will help create the positive momentum required to see the U.S. once again become
the international leader in industrial hemp.”
Watch the full hearing: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uC8BvTEQLYo
Read the written testimony from Commissioner Quarles here.
Read the written testimony from Eric Wang here.
About Eric Wang, U.S. Hemp Roundtable Vice President and CEO of Eco bre
Eric Wang is the CEO of Eco bre and serves as Vice President of Sustainability for the U.S. Hemp
Roundtable. Eco bre is a diversi ed industrial hemp company based in Georgetown, KY, Greensboro,
NC and Sydney, Australia with vertically integrated operations across three business divisions that
include hemp grain for food, hemp ower for CBD and the hemp stalk for high-performance industrial
uses. Learn more at eco bre.com.
About The U.S. Hemp Roundtable
The U.S. Hemp Roundtable is the hemp industry’s national advocacy organization, a coalition of
dozens of leading companies and organizations committed to safe hemp and CBD products. The
Roundtable proudly works in partnership with the industry's leading national, regional and state
grassroots organizations, and is leading the way forward for hemp and CBD products through
education and action. More at hempsupporter.com.
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